As snakes burst above her, Miss Clark enters Glen Loven.

Yankee Bullets Didn’t Scare Miss Clark and Her Mule

S. A. CARRINGTON

Miss Clark and her mule were not deterred by the Civil War gunfire. They continued their journey, undeterred by the conflict.

In No Ferry

The phrase "In No Ferry" refers to a place or situation where there is no ferry service, often used metaphorically to describe a situation where there is no alternative to crossing the water.

"Cure Not Terry"

The phrase "Cure Not Terry" is a play on words, suggesting that there is no cure for the condition or situation described by "Terry".

Address by Clement

This address by Clement may be a reference to a speech or presentation, possibly related to the Civil War or a related historical event.

Not So Sorry

The phrase "Not So Sorry" suggests a sense of regret or remorse, indicating that the speaker is not truly sorry for something they have done or said.

Complete Nursery Stock

Established 1868

Only four years following the Confederate Battle of Nashville, Melrose Nursery was established.

The third generation is still serving Nashville and Middle Tennessee with the finest field grown nursery stock—Evergreens, Shrubs, Trees—with one of the largest greenhouses in the state constantly producing top grade bedding and house plants.

We Invite You To Visit Our Nursery

RUSKIN CAVES RESORT

Canoe—bring the family and friends and have the greatest of fun at Tennessee's most delightfully vacation spot.

Genuine "Old Time" Square Dancing

In the Tennesseean's Gang Invitation

- SWING DANCING
- BINGO
- MONTE CARLO
- FANCY DANCING
- TURKEY ROAST
- CONVENTION ALONI CATERING SERVICE
- FALL FESTIVAL

OPEN MAY 5

RUSKIN CAVES RESORT

Yellow Creek Road, Dothan, Tenn.

Owned and Operated by Nashville Swimming Pool Co.